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Abstract

We explore the role of scientists in reducing social inequality through policy advice in conversation with
Professors Danny Dorling and Andrew Stirling. Providing unbiased advice requires careful consideration of
the implicit power imbalances in policymaking and the internalised inequality within the scientific discipline
itself. Professors Stirling and Dorling explain the causes and effects of the science-policy dynamic, and propose
strategies to improve science advising and to address the underlying issues within scientific research.

Science ⇒ Policy

In their capacity as policy advisors, scientists can play a role in determining social outcomes of policymaking.
Helping to improve policy outcomes means navigating the complex dynamics of power and the politicisation
of policy advising. Reducing inequality requires unbiased scientific advice and research, which are currently
undermined by inherent inequalities within the discipline itself.
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Introduction
The growing importance of evidenced-based poli-
cymaking places scientists at the heart of govern-
ment. Certainly, not all questions can – or should
– be answered by science, but the perception that
science is absolute and apolitical creates a façade
of impartiality that affords scientists a prominent
role in modern policymaking. Yet this perception

abstracts from the reality that scientists operate
amongst the same dynamics of inequality, power,
political pressures and misaligned incentives that
face politicians and policymakers.

In November 2020, the Cambridge University Sci-
ence and Policy Exchange (CUSPE) hosted a
lecture1 with Professor Danny Dorling2 (DD) of
the University of Oxford and Professor Andrew

1A recording is available on CUSPE’s YouTube page at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16_zkHoczQs.
2Halford Mackinder Professor of Geography, St Peter’s College, University of Oxford.
3Professor of Science & Technology Policy, Science Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex Business

School.
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Stirling3 (AS) from the University of Sussex to
consider the realities of science advising. The
discussions ranged from the role of scientists in
‘speaking truth to power’ to the responsibility
to address inequalities within the discipline itself.
Professors Dorling and Stirling offer their insights
about how scientists can help to achieve greater
equality from public policy.

Power

Social inequalities exist when those in privileged
positions hold a disproportionate share of power
and resources, and societies can be stratified by
class, race, gender or any number of perceived
differences [1]. Reducing social inequality is held
up as a core goal of government and those who di-
rect the policy agenda therefore have significant
power to improve outcomes. However, Profes-
sor Dorling points out that reducing inequality
means different things to different people. There
is a belief amongst some politicians that social
equality is unobtainable – and, perhaps, undesir-
able – because “some people are much more able
than others, that some people are much more
deserving than others”. Professor Dorling argues
that politicians with these beliefs may think that
“they’re being practical and sensible and doing the
best that can possibly be done for those who are
not quite as clever as them”, while implementing
policies that actually entrench social inequalities.

The view that inequality arises due to failures
of individuals rather than failures of the system
creates a sense amongst some groups that “for
the economy to work, those who might be lazy
need to be afraid of poverty” (DD). One conse-
quence of this belief is the theory that equality of
opportunities, rather than outcomes, is enough
to address society’s imbalances. Professor Dor-
ling argues that campaigning for equality of op-
portunities allows politicians to masquerade as
social do-gooders, but “lets [them] off when the
outcomes don’t actually materialise at all”. An
abundance of mixed incentives within policymak-
ing compounds the sense that equal opportunities
are enough. In particular, some policies may be
justified by arguing that economic growth creates
more opportunities for everyone. Professor Dor-
ling reckons that politicians may think that they
are addressing inequality by “promoting practi-

cal, sensible policies that may make Britain great
again, may make it richer, may give opportunity
to the rare person who needs to be [...] promoted
upwards”, despite a heavily unequal distribution
of realised outcomes. Into this quagmire of power,
inequalities and misaligned incentives walks the
well-intentioned science advisor. While evidence-
based policymaking can help by highlighting ef-
fective policies, scientists must sidestep many
landmines on the way to improving outcomes –
not least in their own backyard.

Despite the perception that the role of scientists
in government is to ‘speak truth to power’, Pro-
fessor Stirling argues that more attention needs
to be paid to the fact that “even inside science,
power shapes truth”. The trope that science is
unbiased or pure means that these imbalances
are pushed under the carpet. Instead of tack-
ling inequality, there is an implicit denial “that
the knowledge that science produces is at least
partly reflective of patterns of power and privilege
that go on inside research” (AS). The institutions
of science – scepticism, evidence, peer review –
purport to reduce bias and promote objectivity,
but are themselves “massively compromised” (AS)
and give “a fig leaf for other interests to hide be-
hind” (AS). Power imbalances within scientific
disciplines are just as pervasive, and as detri-
mental, as those within government. Professor
Stirling reckons that “these kinds of inequalities
between institutions and between disciplines can
actually turbocharge particular kinds of under-
standing and force specific sorts of innovations
and suppress others”. Without careful thought,
scientists can unwittingly proliferate inequalities
within the discipline and undermine efforts to use
science for good in public policy.

Power imbalances in policymaking mean scientists
risk falling into the trap of providing credibility
to political agendas unrelated to evidence or the
public good. Because it is seen as objective and
unbiased, “science is very useful in the crucial
business of procuring justification” (AS). Politi-
cians can “hide behind” (AS) science to legitimise
their agendas “just by judicious choice of framing
assumptions and interpretations” (AS). Professor
Stirling reckons that the “performance of hiding
behind experts is almost physically realised on
stage” in press conferences on Covid-19. Theo-
retically, there is a division of labour between
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scientists who provide evidence and elected offi-
cials who make normative policy decisions. In
reality, there can be a “toxic dynamic” (AS) where
advisors feel they need to provide closure by jus-
tifying a single policy ‘answer’. Professor Stirling
remarks that “if an advisor is simply pre-empting
a particular decision in some way by only giving
one recommendation then they’re actually violat-
ing that division of labour”. For politicians, this
hazy interdependence of science and policy offers
a way to shift blame and externalise the exposure
of powerful figures in government. Professor Stir-
ling argues that what “a typical politician [...] is
most worried about is not whether a particular bit
of advice is right or not, it’s actually how exposed
they are if it’s wrong”. For scientists, the payoffs
for shouldering this risk are the awards and peer-
ages conferred for contributions to civil service.
Professor Dorling says that, instead of celebrating
objectivity and scientific purity, these “baubles”
can exacerbate biases by giving politicians lever-
age with which to elicit “good behaviour” from
scientists. An honour system that is less politi-
cal and more transparent would encourage more
objective science advising.

In this climate of power and politicisation in sci-
ence advising, some turn to deliberative democ-
racy as an alternative to centralised, if evidence-
based, policymaking. Professor Dorling notes
that, while generally very time consuming, citi-
zens’ assemblies can be very valuable when draw-
ing on a population from a wide set of back-
grounds. However, as Professor Stirling points
out, citizens’ assemblies are just as vulnerable to
the inequalities and imbalances of wider society
and, like scientists, are under pressure to “crank
out a consensus”. Deliberative democracy may be
“necessary but not sufficient” (AS) for developing
inclusive public policy.

Responsibility

Given the maelstrom of inequalities, power im-
balances, pressure and misaligned incentives, one
might question whether science can play a useful
role in policymaking at all. However, the impor-
tance of evaluating policy choices and analysing
outcomes means science cannot be dismissed. As
Professor Stirling put it, “there is a very impor-
tant baby in some rather horrible bathwater”. We

now turn to how scientists can help promote equal
outcomes within the sciences and in policy.

A key responsibility of policy advising is acknowl-
edging the implicit inequalities within and with-
out science. Being cognisant of mixed incentives
and politicisation in policymaking can help scien-
tists avoid playing into a narrative that stagnates
social progress. This may mean actively recognis-
ing and trying to correct for biases in evidence
or acknowledging political pressures. However,
promoting equality is not just about the evidence
provided. Without addressing the implicit im-
balances within the discipline itself, scientists
can inadvertently play into an ongoing prolifer-
ation of privilege that colours the scientific re-
search agenda. Professor Stirling remarks that
“addressing inequalities and power and privilege
of many kinds inside science [...] are actually
crucial actions” to helping reduce wider inequali-
ties. Science’s inequalities are entrenched by the
funding process, which often supports ‘cutting
edge’ research that benefits the privileged, such
as expensive consumer technologies, instead of
that which could benefit a wider population such
as vaccines or agricultural development. Ignor-
ing sources of bias within science can affect the
resulting research and “significantly exacerbat[e]
wider social and political inequality” (AS). Collec-
tively, scientists determine the agenda of research
and have a responsibility to recognise its existing
structural inequalities.

So, after acknowledging biases, what tools do sci-
entists have to promote equality in the face of
political pressure in policymaking? First, go back
to basics. “Science has nice rules”, says Professor
Dorling, and policy advisors can “provide clear
evidential basis and grading for any recommen-
dations; always identify the uncertainties in the
science, areas that need further enquiry [...] and
advocate robust studies of harms and costs and
benefits”. Second, do not underplay uncertainty
in favour of closure. Acknowledging uncertainty,
not only probabilistic uncertainty but also the
unquantifiable unknowns that are common in pol-
icymaking, is crucial to disrupting the politicised
dynamic of justification that entrenches the status
quo and does little to reduce social inequality.

Finally, scientists have a responsibility to be more
open about both inequalities within scientific dis-
ciplines and the research process itself. As we
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have discussed, policy advisors operate in a web of
power imbalances, mixed incentives and politicisa-
tion. Professor Stirling reckons that science would
be more resistant to these pressures “if it were to
say in public what it routinely says in the pub
about its own internal cultural and institutional
and disciplinary inequalities”. A more transpar-
ent scientific process would enable examination
and correction of these disciplinary inequalities.
By openly “acknowledging that science is part of
an ongoing struggle against the many ways in
which power shapes knowledge” (AS) rather than
“acquiescing to this kind of pretence that science
is somehow apolitical” (AS), scientists can be a
force for good in policymaking.

Conclusion

Taking the inequality agenda seriously means
recognising that the problems are structural. Pro-
fessor Stirling argues that scientists can help to
break down these systemic inequalities by reach-
ing across the aisle: “the power of human contact
[can] sometimes really trip up some of these struc-
tural forces”. However, a large part of the struggle
for equality is internal. Professor Dorling reminds
us that we can “learn from experiences and update
our own opinions, correct our own biases, based
on our interactions with people”. Admitting our
discipline’s failings is crucial to promoting equal-
ity in research and policy. As science advisors,
we can help by “always see[ing] opposing scientific
views and opinions as a gift and an opportunity
to be sceptical and learn, rather than as the rival
camp” (DD). As a discipline, we need to get away
from the idea that science is neutral and that
evidence always points to one answer. The role
of scientists anywhere, but especially in politics,
is asking questions – and to keep asking until we
find the right one, says Professor Stirling. Delv-
ing, open-ended questions, asked despite political
pressure for answers, can help to create a much-
needed sense of humility in policy advising and
the scientific discipline itself. Professor Dorling
concludes that “scientists can help public policy
towards greater equality, but particularly if they
don’t think that they are more equal than others”.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Cambridge
University Science & Policy Exchange under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/,
which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
author and source are credited.
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